Abstract. Basic exact solutions for an unsteady point heat source in a uniform stream are presented. The governing equation is solved using changes of variables and Laplace transform.
Introduction and formulation. Convection and diffusion are the basic mechanisms underlying heat, mass, and momentum transfer. It seems, however, there are very few exact solutions for unsteady convection-diffusion problems [1, 2] . Literature in this area either approximated the problem by assumptions such as boundary layer theory or directly integrated the governing partial differential equations numerically. In this note we shall introduce some simple exact solutions to the unsteady diffusionconvection equation.
Consider a point source in a uniform stream. The governing equation is T', + UT'x,=a(T'x,x, + T'y,y, + T'zlz,).
Here, T' is the temperature (concentration) difference, U is the constant free stream velocity, and a is diffusivity. We normalize all lengths by 2a/U, the time by l/co, where co is some frequency scale, and drop primes. Eq. (1) becomes
where c is a constant to be determined. Eq. 
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Another boundary condition is the decay of temperature difference at infinity, lim ercosB(j){r, 6, ?) = 0. (8) r->oo
From the boundary conditions and Eq. (4), we conclude (f> must be a function of (r, t) only. Thus,
where A = 4a>a/U . Eqs. (7)- (9) are to be solved with given q(t).
Periodic source. In this case
where q0 is the strength amplitude. We set 
cfi(r,t) = ^e".
(1 + iX)g = grr.
The solution, satisfying g(0) = 1 and limr_aoerg/r = 0, is
The normalized temperature distribution T is T --= &e excf)(r, t) = -exp c r 
When the frequency co (and thus A) becomes zero, the steady state temperature distribution [3, 4] is recovered, T=-ex~r.
(17) r As k increases, the phase shift increases and the amplitude rapidly decreases. Also convection effects, represented by exp(rcos6>), become less dominant. Fig. 1 dv.
The results through quadrature by Simpson's rule are shown in Fig. 2 . We see that for t 1 j steady state is effectively attained. Our approximate solution Eq. (28) is accurate for small t and small (j>.
Using Fig. 2 , the temperature distributions at various times after the introduction of the step source are shown in Fig. 3 . In the beginning diffusion dominates. A balance between diffusion and convection is reached when t > 1 or t' > 4a/U2.
Since the governing equation is linear, we may be able to superpose solutions. Thus, if the source strength is suddenly turned off at t = t{ , the solution is ( 0, t < 0, T= < <p{r, t) exp(r cos d), 0 <t<t{,
( [4>(r, t) -<f)(r, t -/j)]exp(rcos$), t{ < t.
